
“Hvordan kan jeg, gjennom identitetsdesign, introdusere boba til 
flere i målgruppen på en autentisk, men også innbydende måte?”

“How can I, through identity design, introduce boba to more people in 
the target group in an authentic way, without appearing intimidating?”



Bubble tea is a famous beverage from Taiwan that comes in a 
variety of different tastes and looks. This sweet milk tea with 
tapioca pearls has become a favorite among many Norwegian 

consumers throughout the last couple of years!

Thorough research and observation for this project shows that the 
current bubble tea industry in Norway is lacking professional and 

devoted competitors. In order to meet these standards, Mei Cha is a 
brand new bubble tea café located near the heart of Oslo. Our goal 
is to serve authentic Taiwanese flavors in a fun and memorable way. 

We also understand that bubble tea can seem quite intimidating to 
new tea-lovers. Therefore, we’ve developed a user-friendly menu 
that features a unique and modern visual identity, which at the 

same time introduces traditional Taiwanese elements.

Introduction



Visual Identity
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Primary Logo



Secondary Logo





Logo Extension

梅茶 (Mei Cha)



Typography

Giulia Regular:
“The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.”

Como Bold:
“The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.”

Como Medium:
“The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.”



Chinese Typography

Translation: “Good morning, have you eaten yet? Today is very hot, remember to drink lots of water.”

ZCOOL QingKe HuangYou Regular:

“早上好，你吃了嗎？ 今天很熱記得多喝水.”

Wawa Traditional Chinese Regular:

“早上好，你吃了嗎？ 今天很熱記得多喝水.”



#ea8ba8 #7bc0d6 #3c2a7b #eaf0f4

Primary Color Palette



Supporting Colors (Pastel)

Special Event Colors

#e24b7a #342f42 #201d28



5th Design Element: Frame



Extra Element: Plum Blossom Pattern



Interior Style
modern, cute, minimalistic  x  taiwanese, traditional elements



Mei Cha + Mei Cat (target group) = <3

animated loop displayed on the screen



Stationery & 
other Surfaces



Paper Menu





Stamp Card
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www.meicha.no or
download our app!







App Prototype, try it!
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